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ABSTRACT
Flip-teaching is a methodology in which the roles of lecturers and students are reversed, and effective learning is obtained by using ICT and encouraging independent study by students. This methodology inverts the traditional learning patterns and responsibilities of the lecturer, as well as the location, because university students obtain both theoretical and practical knowledge outside the classroom by working on contents provided by the lecturer. The aim of this research is to analyse how students on the Tourist Guide course of the Degree in Tourism at the Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV) design and produce subject materials using the flip-teaching method. In the university training on tourist guiding and heritage interpretation, students develop relevant skills, such as the ability to generate messages from a key idea to provoke emotions in visitors, and other communication skills to facilitate visits and improve user experiences. The results show a more intensive use of class materials by students.
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RESUMO
O ensino reverso é apresentado como um método no qual os papéis de professores e alunos são invertidos a fim de obter um aprendizado efetivo utilizando as TIC e abordando a atividade autônoma dos alunos. Esta metodologia não só inverte o esquema de aprendizagem tradicional em relação às tarefas e responsabilidades do professor, mas também os cenários, já que os estudantes universitários obtêm conhecimentos teóricos e práticos fora da sala de aula, através dos conteúdos fornecidos pelo professor e do trabalho contínuo. O objetivo desta pesquisa é analisar como os estudantes da disciplina Guias Turísticos da Licenciatura em Turismo da Universitat Politècnica de València projetam,
produzem e produzem materiais sobre um tema específico usando o método de ensino inverso. No treinamento universitário de guias turísticos e intérpretes patrimoniais, são desenvolvidas habilidades relacionadas à interpretação patrimonial, tais como a capacidade de gerar mensagens baseadas em uma ideia central para provocar uma emoção nos visitantes, e outras habilidades de comunicação para facilitar a visita e melhorar a experiência do usuário. Os resultados mostram uma melhor utilização das aulas e dos materiais utilizados pelos alunos.

**Palavras-chave:** ensino de flip-teaching, método de aprendizagem, turismo experimental, interpretação do patrimônio, turismo-guia e intérpretes.

### 1 INTRODUCTION

The educational innovation carried out in the last decade within the framework of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) has made lecturers consider new challenges to respond to new needs. New teaching-learning methods include active and renewed methodologies that encourage independent activity and practice by students, thus enabling a considerable reduction in the time dedicated to giving lectures (De Miguel, 2006; Huber, 2008; Labrador & Andreu, 2008; Fernández, 2009; Leon et al. 2010; Gijón & Crisol, 2012; Huan, 2016; Pozo et al., 2020).

In accordance with the approaches that inspire the process of European convergence, university education must experience a profound renewal to change how information and knowledge are accessed (Salcines et al., 2019; López & Bernal, 2019). The planning of the subjects must focus on the inclusion of a set of activities and tasks that have as goals: the tutoring of student learning; the acquisition of skills; and the achievement of learning objectives (Koster et al. 2005; De Juanas & Fernández, 2008; Martínez, 2010; Nortvig, Petersen & Hattesen, 2018; Awidi & Paynter, 2019). In this process of change, independent learning is encouraged so that students become the protagonists by planning their work and time, and are also responsible for carrying out projects, thus encouraging an active role for students and greater effectiveness in the classroom (Iborra et al., 2016; Salcines et al., 2019; Pozo et al., 2020). Knowledge cannot be simply transferred, and it must be the students who construct the meaning of that knowledge (Weimer, 2013; Ramos & Bongers, 2018) as a central part of the learning process (Bennet et al., 2011; Montanes et al., 2018). The lecturer becomes a mediator in the teaching-learning process who must use innovative training tools, and so becomes a ‘cognitive companion’ (Tedesco, 2010). Within the innovative training tools, new technologies play an essential role. We are examining active learning formulas where technology is an instrument of education – and not a learning outcome (Tourón, et al., 2014; Moreno et al., 2020).

Among other training tools, the flipped classroom is proposed as a method that can help in this process of change and the use of innovative methodologies for a more efficient use of time during lectures with active and participatory learning. This teaching-learning method reverses the traditional...
scheme so that tasks that were done at home are now done in the classroom and vice versa (Lage et al., 2000; Goodwing & Miller, 2013; Sola et al., 2019). In short, we find ourselves before a constructivist model of active teaching, in which lecturer and student assume roles that differ from the traditional ones; the lecturer goes from being the ‘sage on the stage’ to being the ‘guide on the side’ (Jones, 2006).

The aim of this work is to show the results obtained in the implementation of the flipped classroom in the subject of Tourist Guides in the fourth year of the Degree in Tourism at the Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV) during the academic years 2015-2016, 2016-2017, 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 with a total of 70 students enrolled. This project has continued the work carried out in previous years in which the UPV began implementing innovative teaching methodologies with the introduction of dramatised routes (Teruel et al., 2014). The learning process was based on a flipped class project focused on the design and implementation of an interpretive route, with the aim of training students and future professionals in the process of planning the interpretation of heritage.

2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The teaching model that underlies the inverse class has always been used, for example, when lecturers asked for readings of texts that students had prepared for commenting on in the classroom. However, it was not until two decades ago that the flipped class methodology began to have greater impact and began to be applied in various university courses (Walvoord & Johnson, 1998; Lage et al., 2000; Crouch & Mazur, 2001). The term was consolidated in 2007 with professors Bergman and Sams from the Colorado Institute (USA), when they began to put the methodology into practice by recording videos and distributing them in their classes to help students who could not attend in person, thus responding to the training needs of each student (Bergman and Sams, 2012).

From then to the present, despite maintaining the essence of the meaning of flipped classes as coined by these lecturers, the methodologies employed have advanced as changes in teaching models and technological advances have taken place.

Flip-teaching has various names and the most common are: Inverted Classroom (Lage et al., 2000; Gannod et al., 2008; Strayer, 2012); Classroom Flip (Baker, 2000; Stone, 2012; Albert & Beaty, 2014; Kyu, et al., 2014); Flipped Learning (Tourón & Santiago, 2015; Khadri, 2016; Huang, Foon & Kwan, 2018; Lee, Park y Davis, 2018; Bognar, Sablic yŠkugor, 2019; Pozo et al., 2020; Moreno et al., 2020); and Flipped Classroom (Gerstein, 2011; Wagner, Laforge & Cripps, 2013; Young et al., 2014; Long, Cummins & Waugh, 2016; Sola et al., 2016; Salcines et al., 2019). Despite the fact that the works published on the subject have used different terminologies, the authors agree that the techniques used in the classrooms are focused on independent work outside of class hours, with class hours for
practical and cooperative activities. We are on the first step of an educational change that enables learning based on independent activities by students (Bergman & Sams, 2014).

In flipped classes we work on how to manage the classrooms in a different way based on the principles of universal design for learning (UDL, 2018) that emphasise multiple means of expression, representation, and action. This change of work model is possible thanks to the support of information and communication technologies (ICT). Explanations are replaced by online materials of various types: short videos; blog readings; social networks; in addition to the recommended bibliography or presentations provided by the lecturer. It is important to have an online platform that allows direct and continuous contact between the student and lecturer. Class time is dedicated to practical activities in which the lecturer acts as a guide and the students learn by themselves (Sánchez et al., 2014; Fisher et al., 2017; Montanes et al., 2018).

Another of the fundamental characteristics of the inverse class is that it encourages curiosity and collaborative work on the part of students, giving greater weight to these aspects than in the traditional classroom (Brooks & Brooks, 1999). Collaborative work is a teaching method based on teamwork that aims to achieve certain common goals, such as the appropriation of knowledge, and in which every member of the team is involved and responsible (Fortanet et al., 2013). The time spent in class is basically focused on group activities and work at home is more individual (although always directed).

Finally, it should be noted that this methodology offers the possibility of teaching students at their own pace, which means a greater personalisation. This model can be ideal for the development of the talent of the most capable (Tourón and Santiago, 2015).

3 THE SUBJECT OF TOURIST GUIDES

The Universitat Politècnica de València launched a pilot experience of flipped classes in the academic year 2014-2015. This method was a success and consolidated the international position of the UPV as one of the universities with the largest number of lecturers teaching flipped classes (288), with a total of 327 subjects registered in the programme (according to data from the 2019-2020 academic year). In addition to improving the quality of teaching through the use of networked educational resources to support classroom teaching, the UPV has sought to provide lecturers with the tools and methodology to help incorporate digital content in classroom subjects. The aim is to improve teaching and learning processes and so enable students to develop a more flexible and operational learning. Lecturers are instructed in flipped teaching through courses at the Institute of Education Sciences (ICE) of the UPV (Argiles, 2014).
The flipped class experience presented in this paper has been developed in the subject of Tourist Guides, a fourth-year elective subject (semester A) in the Degree in Tourism Management course that offers 5 credits (classroom theory 2.75 credits, classroom practice 1.25 credits, and field practice 1 credit). It is taught by two lecturers, one of whom is co-author of this article. The flipped class methodology was used with the objective of deepening the design of an interpretive route framed in a Thematic Interpretation Programme (PIT).

Interpretive routes are the best approach for recreational activity at heritage spaces as they produce a minimal impact on resources and generate great enjoyment for visitors. These historical, social, or cultural routes are aimed at a general public, or a specific segment, to disseminate heritage. They involve direct contact between the public and the resources presented and this makes them effective activities (Morales, Guerra & Serantes, 2009).

Interpretative routes can be prepared in a guided or self-guided approach, however, the best way to transmit the messages or topics is by employing specially trained guides with social and interpretative skills and the necessary support equipment. Many authors have supported the existence of this figure, arguing that the best interpretation of resources is that given in person (Tilden, 1957; Sharpe, 1982; Guerra & Morales, 1996; Benton & Knapp, 2004; Devesa & Palacios, 2005; Ham, 2006; Hamish, 2009; Berckler, 2009; Paudel & Nyanpaune, 2013; Houge & Kerr, 2013; Pino, 2018).

The guide must make the experience unique, consolidate the messages, and allow for interaction and exchange with the heritage. It is about using communication methodologies in which it is necessary to know what to tell (messages that lead to the conservation of resources), how to tell it (in a pleasant, relevant, and orderly way), and to whom (active participation and adapting the route to the interests of the group). Interpretive routes are always thematic and must include a main message or idea, so it is essential to start from the design of PIT (a fundamental tool for heritage management). The mission of the PIT should be to enhance the value of heritage, whether natural or cultural, through knowledge and explanation of its historical, artistic, and/or naturalistic importance. This is achieved through the definition of three types of objectives: cognitive; attitudinal; and emotional.

Interpretation fundamentally addresses the aspects referred to in the art of explaining man's place in his environment as Ham (1992) states. Thanks to thematic interpretation, the development of attitudes, opinions, or beliefs is encouraged, and is therefore an important element in achieving the attitudinal objectives set out in a programme of this type. A planned interpretation programme plays a significant role in helping to control the impact of recreational activities on the resource by implementing appropriate management policies (Morales, 1998; Carrasco & Rausell, 2005; Castells et al., 2008; Ham, 2013; Staiff, 2016).
The PITs that are designed and implemented must have as a cognitive objective to publicise their heritage value and importance as natural or cultural heritage (tangible or intangible). The main emotional objective must be to provide the visitor with a memorable experience through the generation of sensations (Pike & Ryan, 2004; Andrade, 2012; Viñals, 2017). The main attitudinal objective is to develop attitudes and behaviours of respect and appreciation for this heritage that induce visitors to support its conservation.

4 METHODOLOGICAL APPLICATION OF THE FLIPPED CLASSROOM FOR THE SUBJECT OF TOURIST GUIDES

The subject of Tourist Guides was organised using flipped classes and from a constructivist methodological perspective. Thus, it was structured in three phases: Bloom's taxonomy; Bruner's theory of learning and scaffolding by discovery; and collaborative work.

Bloom's taxonomy is the most commonly used system for identifying and prioritising student skills. The aim of this methodology is to classify learning objectives in terms of the development of skills organised in a pyramid from the most basic to the most complex: remembering; understanding; explaining; analysing; evaluating; and creating (Bloom et al., 1956). Bloom has been followed by numerous authors building on the pyramid base of skills (Andrés, 2005; Chatzopoulos, 2013; Martínez & Márquez, 2014). In most recent tasks, the first two levels are worked on at home, while the remaining levels are moved into the classroom (Brame, 2013; Tourón & Santiago, 2015).

Learning by discovery (Bruner, 1961) proposes a methodology in which students construct their own knowledge, based on learning by doing (exploring, investigating, and solving problems), as opposed to rote learning. The student is responsible for his own learning with activities inside and outside the classroom, while the lecturer directs the knowledge, combining techniques and methods focused on the student. We find ourselves with a learning process that follows the ‘scaffolding principle’ (the lecturer provides the necessary ‘scaffolding’ and removes it when no longer needed by the student). This methodology aims to strengthen the cognitive structure of the student, in which the tutorial interventions of the lecturer must maintain an inverse relationship with the student’s level of competence in the task – the lower the level then the more help needed; and the higher the level, the less help is needed (Wood et al., 1976; Wells, 2001; Arias, 2008; Baro, 2011).

Collaborative work as a teaching strategy constitutes a model of interactive learning that invites building together and implies conjugating and sharing efforts and abilities in a consensual way (Guitert & Jiménez, 2000; Maldonado, 2007; Chaljub, 2014). The work is built through interdependence with the members of the group, so that the goals are common to all. One of the fundamental strategies of collaborative work is to ensure that the formation of groups is heterogeneous in skills and abilities,
with each member having part of the responsibility in relation to the actions to achieve the tasks assigned (individual and joint). Collaborative learning starts from teaching centred on the student, as it is promoted in constructivism. Students feel committed to the learning of others, through group work characterised by the contribution of all to the construction of knowledge (Collazos et al., 2014; Revelo et al., 2018).

Following these methodologies, firstly, the abilities to be covered within the Degree in Tourism of the UPV for the subject of Tourist Guides were identified. The abilities chosen were: a) acquire the ability to search for, assimilate, and share new knowledge by promoting personal and professional development in a self-organised way; b) manage cultural and natural heritage through techniques of assessment and identification of actors and elements; and c) implement an appropriate methodology to develop research and studies in the tourism sector.

The contents proposed revolve around: 1) analysis of the resources (natural and/or cultural) on which to carry out the interpretive route; 2) identification of the audience (final recipients of the route); 3) determination of the interpretive objectives (cognitive, emotional and attitudinal); 4) identification of the most characteristic features of the heritage to be interpreted (tangible and intangible attributes); 5) definition of the topic and message; 6) identification of the universal concepts; and finally, the development of the narrative script of the route.

In the development of these contents, the higher educational objectives of Bloom's taxonomy were followed as related to a greater degree of cognitive ability. Students carried out activities that enabled reflection and critical analysis, and led to the creation of an interpretative route.

To carry out the required work, the students were distributed in small groups (three maximum) to develop all the contents proposed in the design of the interpretative route selected by each group. The class time was dedicated to the practical development of the project. Each of the students had to critically analyse all the information available to them prior to the classes. Problems and doubts were solved with the lecturers who guided the work with instructions on what to do, using additional examples in those parts that needed more reinforcement.

In the subject, students produced creative solutions to the problems posed by making observations and formulating hypotheses for the design of an interpretative route. The students acquired the required knowledge on their own and the lecturers provided all the appropriate material to stimulate them, thus following Bruner's discovery learning methodology. The aim was to make the classes more dynamic for the individual and the group. Feedback was given in the classes on all the work and reinforcement was given where necessary.

The final result was the design of 20 interpretative routes that covered all the contents discussed in class and could also be put into practice.
The evaluation consisted of the staging of the route by each of the groups for the rest of the class. This staging was recorded on video and students later carried out post-production, using a script that helped them identify and shape the phases of an interpretive route, following the contents worked on in class, but with a clear communicative intention through a narrative script structured in three main sections: introduction; plot; and conclusion. Likewise, this video production worked on communication techniques (oral and support) both on good practices and on aspects to be corrected regarding the heritage interpretation. Thus, in the presentation or introduction phase, the welcome and placement of the group and the guide were highlighted. The plot focused on the experiential aspects related to the activity, while the conclusion served to emphasise the main ideas discussed and somehow conclude by leaving a mark on the recipients, and thereby making them participants in helping to conserve the heritage interpreted.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The development of flipped lectures for the subject Tourist Guides was possible thanks to PoliformaT, the online educational platform of the Universitat Politècnica de València that enables students to obtain the necessary material for the development and learning of a subject throughout the course (Lengua et al., 2019). This enabled students to feel more involved with the subject, because they could see the progress of their work from the beginning. In addition, it increased student participation in all activities and improved student-lecturer and peer communication. Group work was also encouraged, since 95% of these routes were designed by the students in pairs or groups of three.

Information and communication technologies (ICT) play a fundamental role in the development of this type of learning methodology, both for the ease of creating collaborative workspaces, and for the continuous communication with the lecturer and between students. The possibility of disseminating work done through social networks is an attraction for university students, thus increasing their communication skills. However, it should be borne in mind that to implement flipped lectures, universities must have the right types of tools. The ICT used in the subject in an appropriate and interactive way improved the performance of students, since the theory has been taken out of the classroom and the lecturer has become a facilitator of the learning process.

The learning was deeper when developing a specific project in which students had to contextualise, reflect, and build on their own knowledge – and so they were also more critical and creative in the design and execution of the interpretative route. There is no doubt that flipped learning is a good method to motivate and make students go deeper into a specific topic. Creative development is highly valued since students must be able to generate training materials that will serve other students
in future experiences. Thus, the maximum level of learning can be reached when students are able to transmit their knowledge – and even more so if it is through videos.

Teamwork has enabled classes to better adapt to the rhythms of the students, as well as to encourage collaborative learning by improving the general classroom environment and relationships between students. However, the lecturer acquires a greater workload and must handle different learning rates depending on the progress experienced by each student. Grouping facilitates the good tutoring of students. The classes became an active workspace since every day they deal with different aspects of the design of the route for the project they have chosen. In the continuous evaluations, it was possible to verify that all the students covered all the proposed skills and learning objectives. Performance has been improved with respect to previous years in which this flipped class methodology was not applied. Likewise, student satisfaction, measured in terms of the evaluation of lecturer surveys regarding the specific implementation of flipped classes, shows a slight increase. These evaluations are carried out by the Institute of Educational Sciences (ICE) of the UPV, and the results are published at the end of each academic year for each subject. Student evaluations for the subject and materials used in the flipped classes (taught by *anonymised*) through PoliformaT can be seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Course</th>
<th>Overall Course Evaluation</th>
<th>Material Valuation Flip-Teaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015-16</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-17</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-18</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>8.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-19</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>8.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ICE. Authors

Flipped classes can serve at the same time to prevent lecturers from working individually and in isolation, in addition to being able to share tasks and even subjects with other lecturers. The exchange of ideas, experiences, and materials can be easily carried out, which in turn, can serve to shape projects between different subjects. At the same time, flipped classes help meet the demands of each student by personalising education and adapting to individual needs.
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